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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TETHER-BASED INVESTIGATION OF THE IONOSPHERE
AND LOWER THERMOSPHERE
CONCEPT DEFINITION STUDY REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION
Exploring the plasma and neutral atmosphere around the Earth in the low-altitude regions of the
lower thermosphere and ionosphere is important in understanding the complexities of the mass and
energy exchanges in those regions, and ultimately, for determining the evolution and degree of habitabil-
ity of our environment. An upper atmosphere tether mission has been proposed that would collect much-
needed data to further our knowledge of these regions. This mission is proposed as a shuttle experiment
that would lower a tethered probe into certain regions of the Earth's atmosphere, collecting data over a
6-day period.
II. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
Our planet is distinguished by the presence of an atmosphere and a magnetic field, both of which
significantly affect the interaction of the planet with the interplanetary environment. Understanding this
interaction, which is different from that of all the other planets, is a key piece of the puzzle that describes
the evolution and degree of habitability of our environment. The near-Earth atmosphere serves to absorb
most of the harmful photon radiation from the Sun, but the outer atmosphere provides the source for a
conducting medium that, in conjunction with the Earth's magnetic field, provides a barrier for the elec-
tromagnetic and energetic particle radiation originating from the solar environment. Just as understand-
ing the inner boundary interactions of the planet surface with the atmosphere is important, so too is our
understanding of the interactions at the outer boundary. The outer boundary is extended in altitude,
ranging from -100 km at its lowest extent out to 10 Earth radii at the subsolar magnetopause. The
processes within this extended boundary are many and varied and range from consideration of
collisionless, fully ionized, magnetized plasmas at the outer limits to collision-dominated, partially
ionized, nonmagnetized plasmas at the inner limit.
In the collision-dominated region near the inner limit, electric currents can flow perpendicular to
the magnetic field and significant electromagnetic radiation is dissipated as heat and momentum in the
neutral atmosphere. The source regions for these currents may be widely separated. One originates in the
flowing solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field, another in the thunderstorm distribution around
the Earth, and still another in the moving neutral atmosphere at altitudes between 100 and 300 kin. The
interplaybetweenthesedifferentgeneratorsandthecurrentclosurepathsthattheyoccupyis intimately
relatedto thebehaviorof ourouterspaceenvironmentbut it is, yet,poorly understood.This lower
regionof theboundaryalsorepresentsthetransitionfrom afully mixedneutralatmosphereto onethat
becomesdiffusely separated.Energyis alsodepositedin this regionby atmosphericwaveswith awide
spectrumof spatialscalesizes.Thetemperatureof theregionis controlledby theradiatedemissions
from carbondioxide (CO2)andnitrousoxygen(NO). All thesefactorsarechangingin timeandchang-
ing theresponseof theatmosphereto theexternalforcings.
A globaldescriptionof thedynamicsof theregionmustbeundertakenandcanbeaccomplished
with suitablyinstrumentedconstellationsof satellitesthatprovide in situandremotemeasurementsfrom
altitudesof 400 km andabove.However,to exposethemajorphysicalprocessesthatareresponsiblefor
theobservedglobalbehavior,wemustincludein situ observationsof the ion-neutralcouplingprocesses
thatexist in theregionitselfoverhorizontalandverticalscalesizesof afew kilometersandlarger.This
cannoteasilybeachievedwith conventionalground-basedor space-basedinstrumentationbecausethe
probedregionis notsufficiently extensive,eitherin spaceor time.Thepurposeof thisreportis to
emphasizethatthespaceshuttleandothermannedspacevehicles,whichareanessentialelementof the
nation'sspaceprogram,canbeusedeffectively to carryappropriatelyinstrumentedtetheredvehicles
into theregionof interest.
Thisreportdescribesatetheredsatellitemissionofferingtheopportunityto makemeasurements
requiredto unravelmanyof thecomplexitiesinvolvedin ion-neutralcoupling in theregionbetween
200and 130kin. Thoughof limitedduration,ashuttle-basedtetheredsatellitemissionprovidesthe
uniqueglobalaccessto a regionof spacerequiredfor significantunderstandingof thespatialscalesof
importance.Themissioncapitalizesonexistingpositiveexperiencesfrom thetetheredsatelliteprogram
in a timelymanner,andrepresentsanapplicationof themannedspaceflight programthatcangreatly
contributeto ourunderstandingof theEarth'senvironment.
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III. MISSION REQUIREMENTS
To determine the feasibility, resources required, and implementation approaches for the space
shuttle orbiter Tether-Based Investigation of the Ionosphere and Lower Thermosphere (TIILT), the
Office of Space Science appointed a Science Definition Team (SDT) to define a strawman suite of
11 instruments that together would meet all of the mission objectives. A summary of the instrument
complement and their accommodation requirements is shown in tables 1 and 2.
TABLE l .--Science instrument support requirements.
Instrument Sensor Electronics
Description Dimensions Dimensions
(cm) (cm)
12 dia
Ion Drift Meter 21xl 2x16
7 deep
12 dia
Retarding Potential Analyzer 7 deep 21xl 2x16
Ion Mass Spectrometer 18×12xll 18x12x16
1 dia
Langmuir Probe 15 long 15x15x10
Boom Mount
16 dia
Neutral Wind Meter 18x12x16
19 deep
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 18x12x11 18x12x16
Energetic Particle Spectrometer 19x15x18 Included in Sensor
20 dia
E-FieldDouble Probes 6 deep 12x12×8
IR Spectrometer* 10x10x21 18x18x13
Included in
UV Photometer* 10x10x25 Sensor
Three-Axis Magnetometer 8x8x21 18×18x13
Total Payload
Sensor
Mass
(Kg)
0.9
0.9
1.8
0.35
2.1
2.0
2.2
18.0
(3x6)
7.0
2.8
1.0
39.1
E-Box Instrument Telemetry
Mass Power Rate
(Kg) (W) (bps)
2.3 3 2,000
2.3 4 1,000
2.0 6 500
3.0 4 5,600
2.2 8 1,000
2.5 10 1,000
N/A 2 8,000
3.0 10 50k
2.0 13 128k
Included in 5 320
Sensor
2.5 2 1600
21.8 67 199k
"Optional instrument for endmass; may be orbiter-based.
TABLE 2.--Science instrument mounting and viewing requirements.
Instrument Sensor Field of View Special Attitude
Description Mounting Considerations Knowledge
Location
Ion Drift Meter Cylinder Axis 60° 1/2 Angle Cone View Through Control to 3°
Along RAM Conducting Postflight <0.1°
Ground Plane
Retarding Potential Analyzer Cylinder Axis 60° 1/2 Angle Cone View Through Control to 3°
Along RAM Conducting Postflight <0.5°
Ground Plane
Ion Mass Spectrometer 12×11 Face 20° 1/2 Angle Cone View Through Control to 3°
in RAM Conducting Postflight <0.5°
Ground Plane
Langmuir Probe Short Boom Unrestricted None N/A
DeployedSideways Envelope
Neutral Wind Meter CylinderAxis 45° 1/2 Angle Cone Baffles or Dome Control to 3°
Along RAM Project Beyond Postflight <0.1°
Ground Plane
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 12xtl Face 40°1/2 Angle Cone Unrestricted View Control to 3°
in RAM Through Flat Postflight <0.5°
Front Plane
Energetic Particle Spectrometer Side-Mounted 11° FanWith 360° Control to 3°
in Vertical Plane Postflight <0.5°
E-Field Double Probes Control to 3°
Postflight <0.5'
3 PlatesMutually
PerpendicularWill
DeployBoom Pairs
Deployment to >3 m
Will Clear
All Obstacles
Retractable
Deployer
Available
IR Spectrometer 12xll Facein RAM 40° 1/2 Angle Cone
UV Photometer 10x10 Face 10° Full Angle Zenith View of Tether Control to 3°
is Upward Zenith Not a Concern Postflight <0.5'
Three-Axis Magnetometer Boom Mount N/A N/A Control to 3°
in the Wake Postflight <0.1°
Study Assumptions
The engineering feasibility study was conducted using the following guidelines and assumptions:
• Use as much existing hardware as possible and practical to meet mission objectives
• Require minimal use of orbiter resources
• Size endmass support subsystems to accommodate all scientific instruments, including those
considered to be optional.
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IV. MISSION CONCEPT
A. Mission Scenario
The baseline mission scenario calls for a 6-day mission with the instrumented endmass deployed
from the orbiter for 2 days at each of the following altitudes: 170, 150, and 130 km. Two approaches for
meeting mission objectives are presented.
Option 1: Deploy Only
The orbiter enters a 220-km circular orbit at a 57 ° inclination. On the first day, the tethered
endmass will be deployed downward 50- to 170-km altitude and remain there for 2 days. On day 3, an
additional 20 km will be deployed, lowering the endmass to an altitude of 150 km for 2 days. On day 5,
the final 20 km of tether will be deployed, lowering the endmass to its final 130-km altitude where it
will remain for 2 days. The orbiter altitude will be maintained by use of its Primary Reaction Control
System (PRCS). On day 7, the tether will be cut, after which the endmass begins a reentry course that
lasts less than 1,000 seconds from release to burnout. It is estimated that the fuel required for this sce-
nario is 1996 kg (4,400 lb).
Option 2: Deploy/Retrieve
The orbiter enters a 280-kin circular orbit at a 57 ° inclination. On the first day, the tethered
endmass will be deployed downward 110- to 170-km altitude. As the orbit of the shuttle/tether system
decays, tether is retrieved (~15 km) to maintain the endmass at a constant 170-km altitude. On day 3, the
orbiter enters a 265-km-altitude orbit and an additional 20 km of tether is deployed, lowering the
endmass to an altitude of 150 kin. Again, more tether is retrieved (-25 km) to maintain the endmass at
150 km as the system altitude drops over the next 2 days. On day 5, the orbiter enters a 240-km orbit and
deploys the final 20 km of tether, thus lowering the endmass to its final 130-km altitude where it will
remain for 2 days. The orbiter altitude, controlled by means of the PRCS, will decay from 240 to 200 km
during these 2 days. On day 7, the tether will be cut, after which the endmass begins a reentry course
that lasts less than 1,000 seconds from release to burnout. It is estimated that the fuel required for this
scenario is 364 kg (800 lb).
B. Endmass Configuration
The preliminary concept drawing of the TIILT endmass is seen in figure 1. Five of the science
instruments are required to face the RAM (not an acronym but derived from the term"ramming") direc-
tion with two in the wake. A series of E-field double probes and Langmuir probes are placed at specific
locations around the 1.6-m-diameter satellite shell. This concept shows an aerodynamic tail used to
increase yaw stability.
A detailed drawing showing the internal location of the science instruments and major endmass
subsystems is presented in figure 2.
Each science instrument has specific mounting location requirements and special considerations
for viewing to maximize data collection. The instruments also have specific field-of-view requirements
that are illustrated in figure 3.
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FIGURE 1 .--TIILT endmass configuration showing instrument locations, tether orientation,
and aerodynamic "tail" assembly.
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FIGURE 2.--Detailed TIILT endmass configuration showing internal instrument
and subsystem locations.
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FIGURE 3.--Instrument fields of view from the endmass.
C. Aerodynamic Analysis of Endmass
A detailed direct simulation Monte Carlo analysis calculated the drag for a spherical-shaped
endmass (1.6 m in diameter) to range from 0.92 N at 130-kin altitude to 0.11 N at 170-kin altitude
(fig. 4). It is important to note that the aerodynamic flow regime at the altitudes of interest is considered
to be transition flow. This introduces significant unknowns into the overall aerodynamic assessment in
that the atmospheric density in this region varies dramatically as a function of the diurnal and solar
cycles. For altitudes greater than 160 km, free molecular flow models can be accurately used. Con-
tinuum flow models are considered accurate for altitudes below 100 km. However, the bulk of TIILT
mission science will occur in the transition region between 100 and 160 km. For this reason, the "tail"
assembly is added to the endmass to aid in RAM pointing at the lowest mission altitudes (-130 kin).
Note: Knudsen numbers are defined to be a dimensionless parameter that relates the mean free path
in a flow to the characteristic length of a body immersed in the flow.
D. Endmass Attitude Control System
Two of the major design constraints on the attitude control system are (1) avoidance of large
torques that will disturb the endmass force and acceleration measurements, and (2) the inability to use
magnetic torquers because they cause disturbances in the magnetic field flux measurements. The science
instrument requirements state that the endmass should be pointed within __.3° of RAM with a __.0.1°
postflight knowledge requirement. An attitude control system combining the use of reaction wheels and
strategically placed cold gas thrusters is the current proposed baseline. A top-level trade was performed
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FIGURE 4.--Aerodynamic drag analysis of a spherical 1.6-m-diameter endmass.
to determine the most applicable approaches for attitude control. A summary of the systems traded can
be seen in table 3. The location of thrusters will be determined using Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) analysis to avoid instrument and endmass contamination. The control system is estimated to
weigh 15 kg.
TABLE 3.--Endmass attitude control system options.
Benchmark Cold Reaction Magnetic Gravity
Gas Wheels Torquers Gradient
Thrusters Only
Controllable Axes 3 3 1 2
Control of Yaw Yes Yes Yes No
Control System Mass 20 kg 15 kg 10 kg 0 kg
(Approximate)
Volume Required Large Large Moderate None
Accuracy (Best Possible) -+0.5° -+0.1° +-5° -*5 °
Power Required 30 W 45 W 5 W 0
E. Communications and Data Handling System
The science instrument data requirement is to transmit data at a rate of 250 kbps (including the
optional infrared and ultraviolet instruments) continuously over the 6-day mission. The proposed com-
munications system will include a dedicated radio frequency system on the endmass which will transmit
the data by S-band or ultrahigh frequency to a similar system on the deployer. The data stream will then
be hard-wired from the payload bay to the orbiter Ku-Band signal processor. The science data will be
recorded on the orbiter or downlinked via the Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to a
designated ground station. The proposed Communications and Data Handling (C&DH) system for the
endmass consists of a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a receiver, transmitter, and two omnidirectional
antennas with a total weight of 5.5 kg, requiring 33.3 W of power. A block diagram of the C&DH system
is shown in figure 5.
._ ToShuttle
Ku-Band
SignalProcessor
|
DataSystem
,!
Transmitter
Receiver
Deployer
Subsystem
Data
Deployer
!
I
,/1
'/ I/ Omn '
: x,x] Antennas',/
Commands
I Data I
,
CPU/DDAS
Command
Receiver
Transmitter
Electrical
Power
Instrument
#1
Instrument
#2
Instrument
#3
Endmass
SubsystemData !_
FIGURE 5.--C&DH system block diagram.
E Endmass Electrical Power System
The mission lifetime of 6 days requires seven lithium-thionyl chloride (Li/SOCL2) type batteries
weighing 105 kg. The additional cables, harnesses, and distribution weights bring the electrical power
system to an estimated 155 kg. The total desired power loads are estimated at 176.6 W which includes a
25-percent contingency. This total includes the science instruments (including the two endmass optional
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instruments) and electronics, and the endmass major subsystem equipment. A summary of the electrical
power system mass versus potential mission duration is seen in figure 6.
A
250
200
150
100
50
Battery: Li/SOCL2
Mission Duration: 6 Days
Pwr @ S/CLoads: 180 W
EPSMass _
Distributio_
0 48 96 144 192
(2 Days) (4 Days) (6 Days) (8 Days)
MissionDuration (hours)
FIGURE 6.--Electrical power system mass is driven by the battery power required to support
a 6-day mission.
The user loads on the electrical power system are detailed in table 4. The total system load
is estimated to be around 177 W. The energy required at 90 percent degree-of-degradation for a 6-day
mission is 25.43 kWh.
TABLE 4.--Electrical power system loads.
Electrical Power Requirements
Communications and DataHandling
Attitude Control Subsystem
Thermal Control Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Total Electric Power Loads
Instrument Suite (Desired)
Spacecraft Subsystems
Contingency (25%)
Subtotal
Total
Watts
33.3
29.6
4.0
7.5
74.4
67.0
74.4
35.2
176.6
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G. Endmass Thermal Environment
A flowfield temperature analysis was performed at an altitude of 130 km (fig. 7). The tempera-
ture variations occur in shock layers ranging from 800 to 12,000 K. The flowfield is in a thermal
nonequillibrium state and its chemical composition can be obtained from the DSMC calculations.
Terms used in the figure to describe the endmass thermal characteristics are defined as follows:
T= overall temperature--the mean of translational and internal temperatures
where T_,fi°_,y= ambient temperature and Tw= surface temperature
K = degrees Kelvin
Vinfinity= orbital velocity at 8 km/sec
x,m horizontal axis is the axial distance (m) from the stagnation point measured along
the axes of symmetry
y,m vertical axis is the radial distance (m) from the axes of symmetry.
T_ = 500K
Tw= 500K
Altitude: 130km
Ysm 0
TsK
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
1,000
80O
V==8 km/s
-6
-4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
X s m
TemperaturePlot
FIGURE 7.--Endmass flowfield temperature analysis.
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The maximum aeroheating on the endmass surface shows the stagnation point heat flux for
different altitudes (see fig. 8). The surface heat flux can be obtained from the DSMC calculations.
Assessment of thermal heating effects on the tether and deployed booms is pending. A combination
of thermal blankets and heaters comprise the current endmass thermal control system. The estimated
weight of the system is 7 kg, requiring 4 W of power.
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FIGURE 8.--TIILT endmass thermal input.
H. Endmass Structure
The recommended material for the endmass structure is Aluminum 2219. The endmass structure
is composed of an equatorial ring with two hemispheres of four flanged quadrants each. A mounting
panel attached to the ring will be provided for mounting internal equipment. Local stiffening of the shell
will be required for the mounting of deployables and some instruments, and attachment of the aerody-
namic tail. A smooth surface is desired for aerodynamics requiring the use of flush closeouts. The
estimated weight of the endmass structure is 81.9 kg.
I. Baseline Tether Concept
The baseline tether concept, shown in figure 9, is a 1.65-mm-diameter Kevlar strength member
surrounded by a Nomex jacket, with a total diameter of 2.16 mm. A tether with a 2.16-ram diameter and
a length of 1 I0 km would be subjected to a sizable drag when lowered into the lower thermosphere. The
present estimates of aerodynamic drag on the tether itself, for a flight in the year 2001, are 17.5, 6.5, and
3.1 N for lower tip altitudes of 130, 150, and 170 km, respectively.
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FIGURE 9.--The baseline tether concept.
Tether length will be 110 km maximum, have a break strength of 2,892 N, and weigh 4.03 kg
per kin. The TIILT tether is nonconductive and, therefore, not susceptible to the same factors that caused
the tether break on TSS-1R. The probability of tether survival in the micrometeoroid and debris environ-
ment of low-Earth orbit over a 6-day mission, assuming a critical particle size of 0.3 times the tether
diameter, is approximately 0.93. The probability of survival is highly sensitive to critical particle size.
A graph showing survival probability sensitivity with respect to impactor particle size is shown in
figure 10.
90-km BaselineTetherSurvivabilityfor Various CriticalParticle Sizes
1.00
0.99
0.98
"_ 0.97
° I0.96 diacritical=K*dlatether
_" 0.95
,m
0.94
_" 0.93
0.92
0.91
0.90 I I
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
Time (days)
FIGURE 10.--Comparison of critical particle sizes and the probability of tether survival versus time.
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For the baseline tether diameter of 2.16 mm and a critical particle size of 0.3 of the tether diam-
eter, figure 11 provides insight into the survival probability as a function of tether length. High probabil-
ity (>0.99 percent) of survival is not possible for missions lasting more than 1.5 days for tether lengths
of 50 to 100 km unless a highly survivable tether is used, described in the following section.
m
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,m
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1.00
0.98
0.96
0.94
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0.90
0.88
0.86
Baseline Tether Survivability Kcritical=0.3
- 70 ........... '""""%.
80 m •......
100 ............... "......
i I I I
2 4 6 8 10
Time (days)
FIGURE 11.--Tether survival probability as a function of final deployed length (critical
particle size is 30 percent of the tether diameter).
J. Alternate Tether Concepts
Alternate highly survivable tether designs are being considered for the mission. When consider-
ing comparative lifetimes, a single line tether (baseline) is compared to a minimal Hoytape type of tether
shown in figure 12. A Hoytape tether is made from much smaller individual tether strands widely sepa-
rated from each other to increase the overall tether's likelihood of surviving a given impact. During such
an impact, presumably, one strand would break but several would remain to pick up the load.
The survival probability using a particle size of 0.3 of the tether diameter jumps from 91 percent
for a single line tether to 99.99 percent for the Hoytape. The minimal Hoytape with four 0.54-mm-
diameter lines has the same drag area as the single 2.16-mm-diameter line and a total mass of 275 kg
instead of -500 kg. Other Hoytape designs using smaller diameter members will decrease the drag and
tether mass even further, while maintaining survivability near 100 percent.
K. Atmospheric Drag and Tether Dynamics
The atmospheric drag on the tether and endmass will induce iibration oscillations of the tether
system. This is due to the fact that the atmospheric density is not constant, thus affecting the in-plane
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libration of the tether. Figure 13 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane libration angles over time. The
endmass pitch and roll motions are predominately controlled by the tether tension but the endmass yaw
axis motion must be controlled by a combination of an aerodynamic tail and an on-board attitude control
system.
Single Line Minimal Hoytape
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Kevlar & Nomex
V
/k
\ A
4x0.54 mm
S-G lass
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\7
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FIGURE 12.--Lifetime comparison of the baseline single-strand tether and the Hoytape tether.
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FIGURE 13.--Coupled with the frequent PRCS thruster firings on the orbiter,
the nonuniform atmospheric density will make the libration
of the endmass become rather large at the lowest altitudes.
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A drawingsummarizinglibrationcontrol issuesisshownin figure 14.Theatmosphericdrag
on thetetherandendmasswill inducelibration oscillations.This is duein part to theatmosphericden-
sity notbeingconstant.Thecurrentanalysisshowstheendmasspitchattitudeexcursionsaremaintained
within 10"of RAM passively.Basedon thecurrentanalysis,a librationand/orsatellitepitchattitude
controlscenariomayberequiredto holdtheendmassattitudeto within thesciencerequirementof 3° of
RAM.
PRCS
Firings
In-Plane
Libration
Aero
Forces
!
Pitch
Attitude
Error
FIGURE 14.--Summary of libration control issues.
L. Deployer Options
There are two types of deployers considered for the TIILT mission--a modified Tethered Satel-
lite System (TSS) deployer (fig. 15) and a modified Small Expendable Deployer System (SEDS)
(fig. 16). The TSS deployer has flown twice on the orbiter but must be modified for the TIILT mission.
The SEDS deployer is smaller, would require extensive modification, and is not orbiter-qualified. De-
ployment with SEDS is stable and controllable as demonstrated in the SEDS II mission (March 1994)
where the tether was stabilized very close to the local vertical. However, SEDS, in its present configura-
tion, can neither retrieve the tether nor damp out the residual in-plane libration during on-station opera-
tions. The current baseline deployer of the TIILT system is a modified TSS-type deployer. Tether
deployment using the TSS is stable and has been demonstrated successfully in the TSS-1R mission.
The TSS deployment control strategy is proven and suitable for the expected endmass altitudes required
in the TIILT mission. The proposed TIILT system will be mounted on a Spacelab pallet in a designated
location in the orbiter payload bay.
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FIOURE 15.--TSS deployer on a Spacelab pallet.
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FICURE 16.--SEDS shown as it was mounted on the Delta II launch vehicle.
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M. Weight Statement
The total estimated weight (without contingency) of the endmass is 325.3 kg. The TSS deployer
rcel, electronics, support structure, and Spacelab pallet add an additional 2940 kg and the tether adds
500 kg. With a 30-percent contingency, the total weight of the TIILT system is 4895 kg. Table 5 details
the TI1LT weight statement.
TABLE 5.--TILL T weight statement.
Endmass
Science
Structures
ElectricalPowerSystem
C&DHSystem
ThermalControl
AttitudeControlSystem
Deployer
Reel,Electronics,SupportStructure,SLPallet
Tether(120km)
Contingency(30%)
Total
kg
60.9
81.9
155.0
5.5
7.0
15.0
2940.0
500.0
1129.6
4894.9
N. Development Schedule
Following a standard procurement and development approach, the TIILT program schedule
is shown in figure 17. From Authority To Proceed (ATP), the development of the TIILT is planned
to take 4 years. A 6-month phase A study for engineering design would begin immediately followed
by a 9-month phase B definition. Parallel to the beginning of phase A, an Announcement of Opportunity
(AO) would be released for the science instruments. The selection of the instruments would occur
at the beginning of phase B and the science instrument design, development, fabrication, and testing
would begin. Development of the endmass and tether would begin parallel to the instrument develop-
ment, with the deployer development starting within the next quarter. All hardware would be delivered
and integrated into the orbiter in the beginning of the fourth year with a projected launch in the third
quarter of the year.
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Milestones
Phase A
Phase B-Definition
Science Instruments
Des/dev/fab/test
Endmass
Tether
Deployer
Design/Modifications
"New Boom Mast"
Shuttle Integ
FIGURE 17.--TIILT development schedule.
Should the mission become considered time-critical, it may be possible to shorten the schedule
significantly by combining and accelerating the studies of phases A and B, utilizing existing "tether"
contractors in lieu of a new procurement, and working with other governments to provide end-item
hardware supporting the mission.
O. Cost Estimate
Estimated mission costs (table 6) are based on NASA standard models for the endmass, scientific
instruments, and orbiter-related costs. Data for refurbishment and modification to the tether and deployer
are from Lockheed Martin Astronautics. A 30-percent contingency is applied. "Wraps" include project
management, systems engineering and integration (SE&I), physical integration, assembly, checkout,
ground support equipment, and system testing. The estimates assume an 80-percent contracted effort.
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TABLE 6.--Estimated TIIL T costs ($M).
Item
Endmass
Deployer& Tether
Instruments
Hardware Total
"Wraps"
Subtotal Costs
Cont. & Fee
Total Costs
Total
DDT&E Flight Unil
($M) ($M)
2.7
4.0
4.1
10.8
3.5
6.8
2.7
13.0
7.0
20.0
5.5
25.5
6.5
17.3
4.7
22.0
47.5
V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed TIILT mission appears to be technically feasible for a reasonable cost. Further
study should resolve any major issues resulting from this preliminary concept study.
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